Surface mount component placement machines are being widely used in electronic manufacturing industry for automated placement of components on printed wire boards (PWBs). Their performance is determined by their board assembly time. Factors that determine this include the machine's architecture and placement sequence algorithm, and component locations on the board. For a given machine and a board, the assembly time can be improved by optimizing the placement sequence algorithm. This paper presents a formulation and solution of the assembly time optimization problem for the FUJI FCP-IV component placement machine. The formulation gives a mathematical description of the assembly time that can be optimized as an integer programming problem. A near-optimal solution that can be obtained in a computationally efficient manner has been obtained by relaxing the problem to an instance of traveling salesman problem (TSP). Simulation has been conducted on some actual boards and the results have been compared with those obtained by the actual runs at Lexmark, Inc., Lexington, KY. This shows that significant reduction in component placement time can be achieved by the proposed optimization algorithm.
Introduction
In most printed wire board (PWB) assembly lines, chip placement machines are the likely bottleneck of production, especially when the number of components on each board is large.
As the need for faster assembly time is growing, the surface mount technology (SMT) is becoming more popular compared to its predecessor, the through hole technology. Advantages of SMT components are not only their lower costs due to packaging technology developments, smaller volumes allowing denser packagings, but also the handling convenience which enables speedup of the PWB assembly process. Also, since most standard SMT components have very similar appearance and size, they can be installed/placed on the PWB using the same chip placement machine (except those with finer pitches requiring precision placement machines). This simplifies the manufacturing process compared to the through hole components which require different machines for different component appearances. Finally, for the rest of the assembly process different SMT components can be treated identically since they are mounted in the same way resulting in streamlining of the assembly process.
As the overall assembly process is getting more efficient due to the adoption of and progress in SMT, the time delay resulting from component placement machines is becoming more crucial factor for the assembly line bottleneck. Chip placement machine manufacturers have been making more efficient machines to satisfy the needs of their customers. Some machines such as FUJI FCP-IV that we investigate in this paper have high performance and can place up to five components per second. Unfortunately for reasons discussed below these peak performances are hard to achieve and can only be realized under rigid conditions in practice, and an optimized sequence of placement can help reach a rate close to the peak placement rate.
The FUJI FCP-IV machine is one of the most popular general purpose high speed chip placement machines used for surface mount components. As shown in Figure 1 • A platform that holds the PWB and moves both in lateral and longitudinal directions.
• A nozzle drum where twelve nozzle of four different sizes are mounted for component pickup at the top end and component placement at the diametrically opposite bottom end. The nozzle drum has a fixed vertical axis of rotation and can rotate in 30
• steps.
The normal pickup and placement operation proceeds as follows. Immediately after a successful component placement operation, the nozzle drum rotates one twelveth of the circle (30
• ), while at the same time the device table moves laterally to align with the nozzle on the top end to supply the next component to the nozzle (which is empty), and the platform moves laterally plus longitudinally to align with the nozzle on the bottom end to receive the next component to be placed from this nozzle (which it had picked six rotations of the drum ago). The nozzle performing the placement itself rotates in multiples of 90 degrees to ensure correct orientation of the component on the board (which however, does not take any extra time as it occurs concurrently with drum rotation), and the device table only moves if the component to be picked is different from the previous one. Thus by properly sequencing the placement of components it is possible to reduce the overall assembly time.
FUJI FCP-IV can achieve a placement rate of up to 5 components per second. It can place one component in 0.2 second when the distances between the components and the movements of the device table are no more than 0.79 inch and one component slot, respectively. However, because these two conditions are not met simultaneously for the most time during the board assembly, for the most time FUJI FCP-IV operates at a speed far below its peak performance level. If the component placement sequence is optimized so that such conditions are met frequently during the operation, the average machine performance can be improved considerably, close to its peak level of 5 components per second. Also, the speed of a machine depends on the physical features of the components such as dimensions and weights. A heavier component on the board imposes a limit on the acceleration of the platform since otherwise the component will move. A well designed placement sequence can reduce not only the total moving distance of the platform, but also the influence of such limitations on the overall placement time (for example, by placing the heavier components at the end of the process).
In this paper we develop a mathematical formulation of the assembly time optimization problem for FUJI FCP-IV placement machine as a nonlinear mathematical programming problem (Section 3). Using a realistic assumption that the device table movement time is much larger compared to the platform and the nozzle drum movement times, we transform this nonlinear problem to an instance of "generalized TSP" (Section 4), where not only the overall travel time is a function of the travel sequence (as in standard TSP), but even the distances between any pair of nodes depend on the travel sequence (in contrast, in standard TSP these remain constant). The structure of the problem allows us to further approximate this problem into an instance of standard TSP (Section 5), which provides a sub-optimal solution for the optimization problem (Section 5). The results of the proposed algorithm are compared against those currently used in industries via actual simulation runs; it demonstrated a saving in assembly time of more than 25% in all cases considered (Section 6).
Background
As the industrial requirements for high speed placement machines has been increasing, progress through research and design have continuously been made in placement machine architecture and algorithm. This paper only concerns with research on algorithmic improvements for a fixed architecture. However, it must be born in mind that since there is great architectural diversity among machines from different manufacturers such as QUAD [11] , UNIVERSAL [13] , FUJI [5] , etc., and also since diversity of design of different machines from even a single manufacturer exists, there is no universal algorithmic optimization technique. To the best of our knowledge the present paper presents the first algorithmic optimization technique for FUJI FCP-IV machine.
Discussions on the optimization algorithms for different types of machines can be found in literature. Downs et.al [4] present a sequencing method for single-in-line packages. They developed an algorithm for the shortest tour problem with limitations on the component placement order caused by the physical appearance of the components and also the pickup tools. This algorithm successfully provided a placement sequence without violating the limitations while reducing the total placement time. The sequence however was not optimal in terms of the time involved since the location of the component feeders was not directly taken into account. Also, it is known from TSP literature [8] that the "nearest neighbor" algorithm used for finding a tour covering the components within one group does not necessarily give an optimal path. Chan and Mercier [3] discussed the application of the TSP in the optimization of several chip placement machines.
All these applications were based on simplified models that the PWB movement times always dominated the component component pickup times. Such an approximation might be reasonable for older machines whose speed of the placement/insertion operations were moderate. For the high speed machines of the present time, the movements of the boards is much faster and its time can be shorter than the component pickup time. Thus the simplified models are no longer applicable.
Kumar and Li [6] presented a complete formulation of the optimization problem for the Quad placement machine, and sub-optimal solutions were obtained by dividing the problem into two sub-problems where the placement sequence and component feeder assignments were optimized separately by using TSP and minimum-weight-maximum-matching algorithms, respectively [7, 8, 10] . Both the simulation results and the machine test results showed the effectiveness of their algorithm. Although this model can be extended to other machines having similar mechanism, it can not be used in machines like FUJI, where both the board and the device moves simultaneously and components are placed in a placement queue of nozzle heads after they have been picked up from the device.
Several other papers study the related problem of placement sequence optimization. In [3] it is formulated as an instance of the traveling salesman problem; [1] studies it as an instance of the directed postman problem; in [4] heuristics such as "type-writer" method and "S-shape" method-which are commonly used in practice for determining sequence of assembly-are compared to a proposed heuristic called "block algorithm" method. The problem of optimal slot assignment has recently been addressed in [12] , in which several heuristics are proposed for assignment and reassignment of slots so as to minimize the set-up time. However, the problem of optimal sequence of assembly and that of optimal slot assignment are usually interdependent. An unified approach to address both these optimization issues has been given in [6] for the chip placement machine manufactured by Quad [11] .
Optimization Problem Formulation
The operation of a FUJI FCP-IV placement machine was described in introduction and its schematic is shown in Figure 1 .
For a formulation of the placement optimization problem, define a unit period as the time interval between one component placement and the next-this is a variable, and depends on the pair of components involved, and their pickup and placement locations. Relevant operations during the unit period include movement of the device table, pickup of the component from the device table, rotation of the drum, movement of the platform, and placement of the component on the platform (holding the board). The pickup and placement operations start simultaneously after the other three operations are completed. The component pickup and placement time and the drum rotation time are constant, while the device table and the platform movement times are variable that depend on the distance between the two consecutively picked components from the device table and the distance between the components to be placed consecutively on the platform. (Note that since the machine places the same component that was picked six rotations of the drum ago, the components to be placed consecutively are the same as the consecutive components that were picked six rotations of the drum ago.)
In other words, the time duration for a unit period is determined by the three concurrent operations (the device table movement, the platform movement, and the rotation of the drum), plus the extra constant time needed for component pickup and placement. The time taken in performing the three concurrent operations is determined by the time taken by the slowest of the three.
Suppose there are a total of n components {1, . . . , i, . . . n} to be placed on a given PWB, and suppose these are of a total of N ≤ n different types. Let T : {1, . . . , n}rightarrow{1, . . . , N } denote the "type function" that determines the type of component i as T (i). Since there are N component types, only N different slot locations are used on the device, and without loss of generality we can assume these to be consecutively located, i.e., there is no gap between two adjacent slot locations that are loaded with component tapes. We label the component slots on the device table by numbers 1 through N from one end to other as shown in Figure 1 .
Suppose component j is placed immediately after component i on the platform, while component l is picked immediately after component k at the device table. Let s 1 and s 2 be the slots containing components l and k respectively. Then from the discussion above the time taken for a unit period is given by:
where t ij is the time to move the platform from component position i to j, |s 1 − s 2 |α is the time to move the device from slot s 1 to s 2 that is proportional to their absolute difference with α being the constant of proportionality (dependent on the speed of the device table), β is the fixed time to rotate the nozzle drum by 30
• , and γ is the fixed time to complete the component pickup and placement operations. Since γ is a constant independent of the placement and only appears as an additive term, it can be ignored in the cost function of the optimization problem, and the time for a unit step be simplified as:
The objective of the optimization problem is to find a sequence for the placement of components so that the sum of the times for all unit periods is minimized.
Let Y := [y ts ] be a binary valued N × N decision matrix, where Let X := [x ij (m)] be a binary valued n × n × n decision matrix, where
Since at each instant in the sequence some component is placed, we have ∀m ≤ n :
Using the decision matrix [x ij (m)] we define an auxiliary n × n decision matrix [x ij ], where
Then x ij is binary valued for each i, j pair, and x ij = 1 if and only if component j is placed immediately after component i at one of the instances in the placement sequence. Furthermore, since the sequence in which components are placed forms a Hamiltonian tour, it follows that the variables of the decision matrix [x ij ] satisfy the following three conditions:
The first (resp., second) condition states that for each component there exists exactly one component that is placed after (resp., before) it. The third condition states that for any proper subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the sequence of motion restricted to S must not form a cycle.
Clearly, component l is picked immediately after component k at the device table at instant m in the placement sequence if and only if component l is placed immediately after component k at the platform six instances later, i.e., if and only if x kl (m + 6) = 1; and while doing so the device table moves from slot location s 1 to s 2 if and only if component k is assigned slot location s 1 and component l is assigned slot location s 2 , i.e., if and only if y T (k)s 1 = y T (l)s 2 = 1. Similarly, component j is placed immediately after component i at the platform at the same instant m in the placement sequence if and only if x ij (m) = 1. Since, the time elapsed during these operations is given by Equation (1), the overall optimization problem can be described as the following nonlinear integer programming problem.
A6. ∀S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} :
i,j∈S
The term under the summation of the objective function can be understood as follows: A time of max{t ij , |s 1 − s 2 |α, β} is incurred at instant m of the assembly if and only if
• component i is placed immediately before component j at instant m, i.e., x ij (m) = 1;
• component k is picked immediately before component l at instant m (or equivalently, component k is placed immediately before component l at instant m + 6, i.e., x kl (m + 6) = 1);
• component k is assigned the slot location s 1 and component l the slot location s 2 , i.e.,
The objective function of the minimization problem above corresponds to the time needed to place all n components. It can be seen from the objective function that the time needed to finish a unit period not only depends on the placement operation in that step but also on the placement operation in the the next sixth step. (This corresponds to x ij (m) and x kl (m + 6) in the objective function above.) No existing efficient algorithm can be directly applied to solve this problem. We show in the next section that under certain reasonable assumptions this problem can be reduced to one of the classical operations research problems of TSP, and so the algorithms used for solving TSP can be used to obtain the solution of the optimization problem.
A Solution under a Simplifying Assumption
The main difficulty in solving the optimization problem formulated in the previous section is that it is nonlinear due to the fact that the objective function depends on a cross product of decision variables, [x ij (m)] and [y ts ]. There is no effecient way of solving such a problem in general. So we have two options-either to use a method that computes a suboptimal solution of a nonlinear integer programming problem, or to impose certain realistic assumptions that allows us to convert the problem to one of linear integer programming. We opt for the second alternative, which as is shown below through simulations offers over 25% improvement in assembly time over the methods currently used by industries.)
We make the following realistic simplifying assumption: The device table movement is a slower operation compared to the platform movement or the nozzle drum rotation. As a result, whenever the device table moves, i.e., whenever s 1 = s 2 , max{t ij , |s 1 − s 2 |α, β} is given by |s 1 − s 2 |α. On the other hand, whenever the device table does not move so that s 1 = s 2 , max{t ij , |s 1 − s 2 |α, β} is given by max{t ij , 0, β} = max{t ij , β}. In other words we impose a realistic simplifying assumption that, ∀i, j ≤ n; s 1 = s 2 : |s 1 − s 2 |α >> max{t ij , β}.
Under this assumption, we have
Utilizing the above assumption we first show that the optimization problem formulated in Section 3 can be viewed as an instance of a "generalized TSP" where not only the overall travel time depends on the travel sequence (as in standard TSP), but even the distances between any pair of nodes is travel sequence depended (whereas in the standard TSP such distances are constant independent of the travel sequence). Furthermore, we show that the structure of our generalized TSP problem is such that it can be transformed to an instance of TSP under the same simplifying assumption of Equation (3). This is one of the main results of our paper.
We use Equation (3) to simplify the objective function as follows:
{considering the s 1 = s 2 and s 1 = s 2 cases separately} = m i,j k,l s 1 =s 2
{first term does not change by including s 1 = s 2 case} = m i,j k,l s 1 ,s 2
The first term above corresponds to the portion of time elapsed in those unit periods in which the device table also moves, whereas the second term corresponds to the time elapsed in those unit periods in which the device table does not move, and only the platform and the drum move.
We simplify the first term in Equation (4) in the following series of equalities:
{rearranging the order of summation}
For future reference note that we have defined above
The term αC Y (k, l) represents the device table travel time between slots holding type l and type k components. The second term in Equation (4) is simplified as follows:
{applying A2 and A3 in the first half} = i,j
Since
we have k,l x kl (m + 6)
x kl (m + 6)(
{using Equation (8)
{rearranging the terms and order of summation} =
Using Equation (9) and the fact that m x ij (m) = x ij , Equation (7) can be rewritten as:
Finally, substituting Equations (5) and (10) into Equation (4), the objective function becomes:
{substituting Equations (5) and (10) in Equation (4)
where
Since the decision variables [x ij ] satisfy the well known constraints of a Hamiltonian tour (constrains A4-A6), it follows that P 1 (X) can be minimized as a standard TSP problem with the distance matrix [max{t ij , β}]. On the other hand, the minimization of P 2 (X, Y ) can be viewed as a "generalized TSP" where for each slot assignment (determined by the decision variable Y ), the platform travel time between any two placement locations is not constant but depends on the instance of the placement sequence m in which the placement occurs. This fact that besides the overall travel time (that depends on the travel sequence in standard TSP), even the travel time between any pair of nodes depends on the travel sequence makes it harder to find a heuristic for computing a near optimal tour. However, the structure of the problem does allow us to approximate this "generalized TSP" to a standard TSP under our initial assumption given by Equation (2) .
Consider the term P 2 (X, Y ). Since T (l) = T (K), it follows from Equation (6) that
On the other hand, i,j max{t ij , β}x ij (m) represents the maximum of the platform and the drum movement time at instance m of the placement sequence. By using our initial assumption of Equation (2), we can approximate P 2 (X, Y ) as follows:
Thus the objective function can be approximated as:
Here P 1 (X) captures the maximum of the platform and the drum travel time, whereas P ′ 2 (X, Y ) captures the device table movement time that depends on placement sequence plus the slot assignments.
As discussed above the minimization of P 1 (X), which only depends on the placement sequence, requires the solution of a standard TSP with decision matrix [x ij ] and distance matrix [max{t ij , β}]. On the other hand, the objective function P ′ 2 (X, Y ) depends on both the placement sequence and the slot assignment decisions, and whenever a decision to move from component k to l is made, the device table travels from slots containing component of type T (k) to T (l) with the travel time given by C Y (k, l). So under our initial assumption that device travel time is much larger than platform movement and drum rotation times, in order to minimize the overall travel time for such motions one must minimize the number of device table movements. This is accomplished by placing all components of the same type consecutively so that device table only moves each time a new type of components is started to place.
In other words, the travel time minimization can be formulated as follows: Find a tour with minimum total travel time on the PWB that goes through each component once and only once, under the restriction that all the components of one type have to be visited consecutively. Solution of such a problem gives a sub-optimal solution of the original optimization problem. In the following section we show that this problem can also be transformed into an instance of standard TSP.
We next discuss the transformation of the last optimization problem to an instance of standard TSP. The purpose of this transformation is to enable us to use the existing algorithms for TSP. Whenever a pair of components i and j are placed consecutively, a travel time of max{t ij , β} is incurred when i and j are of the same type so that the device table does not move during that unit period, and otherwise, a travel time equal to the device table movement time between slot locations containing components i and j is incurred. Hence using the distance matrix [max{t ij , β}] we define a new distance matrix D := [d ij ] as follows:
Here K ij >> max{t ij , β} represents the device travel time between slots containing components i and j.
Then it is easy to see that an optimal tour for the distance matrix [d ij ] provides us a desired optimal placement sequence (for a given slot assignment) such that it visits all components of the same type consecutively. Moreover, whenever a switch from one component type to another component type is made, to minimize overall travel time, it is such that these two different types of components are located on adjacent slot locations (if the slot locations are not adjacent, then a larger device table movement time is incurred resulting in a non-optimal tour). An important implication of this is that the slot assignments can be made arbitrarily: An optimal tour visiting all components of the same type consecutively will always adjust itself with respect to the given assignment of slots such that whenever a Board Dimension Components Types Time reduction A 7.5"x8.0" 129 19 25% B 9.0"x8.0" 496 58 26% C 10"x8.5" 867 95 33% Table 1 : Results showing savings in simulation runs switch from one component type to another is made it is between component types occupying adjacent slots. This also means that we can assign the heavier component types to the final slot locations so that they are placed towards the end of the assembly operation. Such a slot assignment further enhances the efficiency of the placement process since once the heavier components are placed on the PWB, the PWB can only be moved slowly raising the value of t ij 's. This completes our proposed solution technique for obtaining an optimal placement sequence for FUJI FCP-IV placement machine.
Simulation results
The TSP is a well known NP-complete problem for which several powerful polynomialtime heuristics are available [8] that have been implemented as software packages. Examples of such packages include TRAVEL [2] , and UKTSP [9] developed locally by the researchers at the University of Kentucky. UKTSP is written in C, and it accepts symmetric and asymmetric, Eucledian and non-Eucledian, distance matrices with integer or rational distances. We have used UKTSP to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the existing placement sequence optimizers available with the machine.
To compare the sequences computed using our proposed algorithm with those obtained by the existing chip placement machine optimizers, three PWBs were used in the actual run based simulation to calculate the assembly times. Table 1 shows the reduction in placement times when the optimization algorithm was applied to the given PWB designs to compute the component placement sequences as compared to the sequences computed by the internal optimizer of FUJI FCP-IV. These runs were carried out at the electronic card assembly factory of Lexmark, Inc., Lexington, KY, a manufacturer of printers and other computer products. Consistent improvements of over 25% in overall assembly times were observed.
Currently one of the popular practices in programming the component placement sequence for the FUJI FCP-IV machines is to assign different types of components to the component slots in priority with their population sizes. The type with the largest population is assigned the first slot, the one with the second largest population the second, and so on. The order in which different types of components are installed is similar. For components of the same type the placement sequence is usually determined by "typewriter method", "Sshape method" [4, 6] , etc., depending on the individual optimizer. Although some algorithms such as "block algorithm" [4] have been used in some optimizers to improve the performance for switch between the types, they arbitrarily select the switch (determined for example by giving higher priority to higher population size). Thus the resulting sequences are at best only locally optimized rather than globally optimized, i.e., the movements may be optimal within the components of the same types but not for all the components of different types.
The difference in assembly time between the locally-optimized and globally-optimized sequence may not be significant for PWBs with smaller number of component types when compared to their total number of components. However, as the number of types of components becomes larger, the saving in assembly time due to the global optimization becomes more prominent. It is not uncommon that a board possesses a considerable number of component types, but most of the component types have small population sizes. In such cases, most of the moves are among different types, and the efficiency of global optimization can be observed more prominently. Board C in Table 1 illustrates this case well, where more than 50% of the 867 components belong to the 6 of the 95 types, and the time reduction is most prominent.
Conclusion
Many optimization problems in printed wire board assembly and other manufacturing applications can be formulated as mathematical programming problem [10] , and can be transformed to or approximated by some standard operations research problems such as TSP [8] , or minimum-weight-maximum-match [7] , etc., and existing algorithms and software can be used to solve these problems. The FUJI FCP-IV machine placement optimization problem presented in this paper is one such example.
The formulation and solution presented here is applicable to other chip placement machines that have similar mechanism, examples of which include FUJI FCP-VI and many Panasonic chip placement machines. As seen from the previous discussion, the improvements in performance of the machines are basically achieved from the reduction in total travel distance of the platform and the device table. For some cases, it is possible that these improvements are such that the time used in those movements is for most times smaller than that used in the rotation of the nozzle drum. When that happens, the rotation of the drum, which takes a fixed time, determines the travel time, resulting in a loss of the perceived efficiency. This implies that the optimization algorithm will be perceived to be more efficient on machines with faster drum rotation speed or with smaller rotation angles. The new version of FUJI chip placement machine, namely FCP-VI, is just one example, where there are many more nozzle mounted on the nozzle drum and the rotation angles are much smaller. The optimization algorithm will be more apt for it. 
